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Once upon a time.. . . .
in the remote ranges of Balaghat Hills, a temple town named Tuljapur was conceived by the
community, which envisaged a channel of Rural Development through an educational institute. It was
the brainchild of The Tata Institute of Social Sciences, established in Mumbai in 1936, a premier
institute for applied social sciences and professional social work in Asia.

It was on its golden jubilee in 1986, the Institute resolved to promote sustainable, eco-friendly, and
equitable socio-economic development of rural communities. This brought TISS to Tuljapur, in the
Osmanabad district, where it set up the School of Rural Development (SRD) with support from the
Government of Maharashtra. This Rural campus, which spreads over 100 acres, is strategically located
in the Marathwada region of Maharashtra. It is because this area has been subjected to some of the
worst socio-economic conditions in India. The Tuljapur off-campus has, for the past 37 years, trained
and educated thousands of social scientists and social workers while actively contributing to the revival
of rural polity, economy, and society.

About TISS



About the theme: 
"Tales of Rural India”

Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Tuljapur, was
established in 1986 through the sustained efforts of a
community focused on rural development. It is a campus
for and by the community, enabling and promoting
practical education and research through pragmatic
teaching. NRYF is an initiative that facilitates learning
through celebration and provides a platform for rural
India. This year, with the 13th iteration of NRYF, TISS
Tuljapur is celebrating "Tales of Rural India." The
institute's main institute functions as an open and safe
platform for the diverse stories of authentic rural life. It
covers events that reflect the InstiInstitute's principle of
addressing the pressing issues faced by the rural
community and providing solutions through a proactive
approach. 

On behalf of TISS Tuljapur, I invite you to participate in
NRYF 2023. 

From The Deputy Director

Prof. Ramesh Jare
Deputy Director,TISS

I would like to welcome and encourage everyone across the nation to come forward and celebrate the
union of traditional and modern innovations through various events of NRYF. Join the saga of socio-
cultural programs and experience the National Rural Youth Festival (NRYF) with us. I extend my
warmest wishes for success to all the students, organizers, staff, and faculty members involved in the
planning and execution of NRYF 2023.

‘Tales of Rural India’ will be another chapter in the NRYF’s
ceaseless participation in the area of rural development.
Rural India is often side-lined in the process of cultural
synthesis and synergy that is taking place in urban spaces.
NRYF aims to challenge rural homogenization by bringing
together people from different places in our quest to create a
platform where ideas are exchanged, and opinions are
formed. NRYF hopes to be the platform to celebrate the
notion of collectiveness that forms the core of rural India.
We hope to channel this collective energy to create a
constructive dialogue for rural development through ‘Tales
of Rural India'.



2. Gramnovation 
Gramnovation is a interactive platform where key
stakeholder will share their ideas and experiences. It will be
an opportunity for everyone to learn and gets insights on
social entrepreneurship and innovation.

Jeevni1.
As part of NRYF 2023, we are organizing a blood donation
camp at TISS Tuljapur. It will be organized by the highly-
acclaimed Red Cross! Let us all come together for this cause.

3. Kisan Sambodh
We welcome our farmers through ‘Kisan Sambodh’ to share
their lived experiences and learnings with the students and
participants at NRYF. It is a dedicated ‘talk’ space for our
farmers through which everyone can become a part of their
rural journey.

4. SHG Mela
Self-help groups are an integral component of rural
economy today. We at TISS Tuljapur, invite you all to
partake in the immersive Mela where various SHG’s will be
sharing their insights, ideas, and experiences gained over
several years.

5. Inno-vision
(B-Plan Competition)

NRYF and E-Cell TISS Tuljapur present:  INNO-VISION
(B-Plan proposal Competition), an initiative that fosters the
spirit of Ideas that Inspire Change. This is a unique
opportunity for aspiring students who have a passion for
entrepreneurship to be recognized and rewarded. Team up
with your friends and showcase your innovative ideas by
competing against the best entrepreneurial minds in the
country. 

6. Food Fest
What else can resemble the diversity of our subcontinent
than the food cultures that are spread across the length and
breadth of India? The Food Fest offers a delight to your
tastebuds and memories that will last for a lifetime!

 Navmanch
Flagship Events



Qala
Cultural Events

Jhankaar
On Spot Choreography
Solo

Solo/Duo/Group
Classical

Solo/Duo/Group
Folk

Solo/Duo/Group
Western/Bollywood/Classical

Solo/Duo/Group
Western/Bollywood/Classical

Folk

Antara
Solo/Duo/Group

Solo/Duo/Group

Solo/Duo/Group

Classical

Instrumental



 Sitara
Nukkad Natak
Mimicry with storytelling
Mime
Mono Act
Stand-up comedy
Theatre games 

Starry Night
Fashion Show 

Rang
Painting 
Single

Single

Group

Single

Single

Single

Face Painting

Rangoli

Mehandi

Pencil Drawing

Scrap Art



Volleyball 

Carrom Single 

Chess 

Kabaddi 

Marathon 

Cricket 

Football 

Basketball 

Table Tennis

 Badminton

(Single/Double)

(Single/Double)

Khelatra
Sports Events



Kavyansh
Poetry
Instant Word Poetry

Time For Tea
Description of Picture
Crossword 

Katha BhagPick a Side
Debate
Group Debate
Extempore
Quiz

Khud mein Khudi
Skit 

Story Telling
Story & Play Writing
Book Review

Kalamkar 2.O
Literary Events



Glimpses of ourCampus

Glimpses of ourCampus



Priority Accommodation will be given to
outstation participants outside 100 km on first
come first serve basis.       
Fees (inclusive of food and accommodation): Rs
250 per person per day 
Pick up and Drop Available from Solapur to
TISS, Tuljapur on Prior information at Nominal
Payment 

Registration, Accommodation
$ Travel

Free Registration Accommodation Details

How to reach us

By road: Tuljapur Campus is situated near Apsinga Road. One can reach the
campus by taking an Auto Rickshaw from Tuljapur State Transport (ST) Bus
Depot.

By bus: ST buses from Mumbai, Aurangabad, Solapur, Pune, and other cities
pass through Tuljapur.

By Railway: Osmanabd & Solapur. Most trains from Mumbai and Pune
towards south pass through Solapur. Some of the major trains are Siddheshwar
Express, Udyan Express, Karnataka Express, Hutatma Express, Jayanti Janata,
Kanyakumari Express, Chennai Mail, Hussain Sagar, Kurla Coimbatore
Express, etc.

By Flight: Pune airport is the closest to reach Tuljapur. From Pune to Solapur,
one can travel by road or rail. From Solapur bus stand, there are frequent
MSRTC buses to reach Tuljapur (1hr travel). Payment for accommodation to
be made after reaching the venue. 

Click on the Link: https://bit.ly/3Ds3RiS

Last date of registration: 20 February, 2023



Previous Sponsors

Contact Us

Cultural Events
Vaishnavi - 6387170679
Manasa - 8309928973

Pankhudi - 6206337802
Prathmesh - 9422958826

Literary Events
Pritam - 7004956038
Raushan- 6200123928

Sports Events

Ritik - 7004954728
Prashant - 9579376722
Ajinkya - 9130157154

Ajay - 9075354090
Anwar - 9961910364
Abel - 8129799699

Outreach Sponsorship Flagship Events
Siddhant - 9325819726 
Vinod - 8698752840

Convenors
Mr. Ritesh Shahi - 8017070209
Saroj - 7030286473

Mr. Ganesh Chadre - 7507663619
Aniruddha - 7887870733



Connect with us
nryf@tiss.edu @nryfest @NationalRuralYouthFestivalhttps://www.nryf.co.in/


